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Recruitment
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Find the perfect candidate thanks to our intuitive, easy-to-use solution
for finding and hiring employees.

Build a strong team with Nethris

-JOB-

Post your job offers
everywhere, quickly
Share your job offers on your
website and on Indeed®,
Jobboom®, ZipRecruiter® and
LinkedIn® simultaneously in
just a few clicks.

nethris.com/business-solutions

Build an impressive
candidate pool

Narrow your search to find
the perfect fit

Keep top candidates in your
database. Instantly convert
résumés received via email into
profiles that you can view.

Search your database for
candidates based on their place of
residence, skills, education, salary
expectations, or other criteria.

Learn more about this solution

Explore the features on the back

Recruitment

Features
Search for nearby candidates
The integration of Google® Maps allows you to find candidates
who live near the workplace you are proposing.
Interview calendar
Avoid scheduling conflicts by planning your interviews in a
calendar synchronized with your Microsoft® Oﬀice 365® or
Gmail® account.
Confirm interviews by SMS and email
When an interview is added to your calendar, a confirmation
SMS and email will be sent to the candidate. Say goodbye
to ambiguity.
Employment contracts
Create employment contract templates based on your needs.
The candidate’s information will be automatically entered in
the contract upon creation.

Electronic document management
Attach documents and consolidate interview follow-ups,
aptitude tests, medical assessments, and more in the
candidate profile.
Eliminate duplicate profiles
The solution automatically identifies and notifies you
of duplicate candidate profiles—all you have to do is
delete them.
Share candidate profiles
Send top candidate profiles to your team members to get
their impressions.
Send mass emails
Email job oﬀers to multiple candidates in your database at the
same time, in just minutes. The SMS option is also available.

History
Have a feeling you’ve already met a candidate who would be
good for the job? Consult your recruitment activity history to
find them.

Solution provided in collaboration with Softunik Solutions1
Every business needs to hire the best employees possible. Nethris is therefore proud to oﬀer the
recruitment solution from Softunik Solutions. This user-friendly and aﬀordable web solution helps
you easily manage the recruitment cycle from start to finish.

What is Nethris?
We are a Canadian company that has been helping SME owners
across the country manage their businesses more effectively for over
40 years. We offer all-in-one cloud-based solutions for payroll, human
resources, time and benefits management. Over 15,000 businesses of
all sizes use our secure services.

Choose Nethris today
Talk to an expert at 1-888-650-6291
Send an email to payroll@nethris.com
Visit nethris.com/business-solutions
Already a client? Dial 1-877-244-2324.
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